Abstract-In this paper, we address the problem of downlink detection in a mobile radio time division/code division multiple access multirate communication system employing a linear modulation. We focus on the detection of a group of intracell codes (ranging from a single one to all the active codes) rejecting both interference coming from the complementary set of undesired intracell codes and co-channel intercell interference. We investigate efficient implementations of linear nonadaptive multiuser detection realized by either joint or separate intersymbol interference and multiple access interference (MAI) mitigation using the zero-forcing or minimum mean square error criteria.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE THIRD-GENERATION mobile radio system will be based on direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA). One of the proposed duplexing techniques to be employed for high data rate applications and picocell coverage is the time division duplex (TDD) mode, which uses separate time slots for the uplink and downlink streams [1] , [2] . The TDD mode uses orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) channelization codes [2] , allowing for a large flexibility in data transmission rate.
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receivers for such systems [3] - [7] . Since multiple codes may be assigned to the same mobile user, the mobile receiver should be able to detect the data carried by a subset of the active codes used in the current time slot. An intracell signal in the downlink is modeled as a synchronous CDMA system where all codes experience the same (possibly multipath) propagation channel. A generic interferer coming from another cell in the downlink can be described by the same structure as the intracell signal. Hence, intercell interferers are asynchronous to each other and with respect to their respective intracell signal. The base station (BS) specific scrambling sequences used to "mask" every intracell beam of OVFS codes are short, i.e., their duration is at most a few symbol intervals, whose relevant observation window is assumed to have stationary statistics [8] .
In this paper, we investigate the downlink group detection of the data carried by a set of codes (whose cardinality varies from one to the totality of all active codes) rejecting both the interference due to the complementary set of intracell codes and that coming from other cells (co-channel intercell interference). Multistage detectors employing a combined linear and nonlinear interference suppressor have been recently reported [9] , [10] . Our focus, instead, is on "all-linear" detectors based on the zero-forcing (ZF) or minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion to counteract intersymbol interference (ISI) by equalization and both intracell and intercell multiple access interference (MAI) by interference mitigation.
Among the seminal papers that deal with the mentioned linear detectors we recall [10] - [13] , which focus on a single-rate CDMA system, whereas [3] presents an introductory investigation of either joint and separate ISI equalization and intracell MAI mitigation using ZF criterion in a multirate system. The present work extends previous studies [3] - [5] and [10] - [13] , by defining a unique framework for joint or separate ISI linear equalization and both intracell and intercell linear interference mitigation in a multirate system. For the receiver design we rely on the fact that detection performed by a mobile station (MS) can always exploit explicit knowledge concerning all the intracell codes currently assigned to a time slot, because the codes destined to a specific MS are notified using a control channel [1] , while the others can be determined by processing the midamble of the packet [2] . Hence, the observation model always includes a "structured" description of the intracell signals. Consequently, the direct intracell mitigation feature is always set "on," while different options are available for co-channel intercell interference suppression.
A statistical description of the intercell interference allows us to employ receivers derived in [5] by augmenting their capability to deal with nonwhite background noise, which characterizes the disturbance due to both intercell interference and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In a soft hand-over scenario the parameters of the neighboring cell(s) must be known to the MS. The MS can realize a direct mitigation of both intracell and intercell interference using the explicit knowledge of the structure of both types of interference and possibly detecting the data sent by more than one BS.
The organization of the paper envision the description of the system model in Section II, the proposed linear detection schemes in Section III and their typical operating modes in Section IV. A unified sliding window formulation that holds for all proposed linear detectors under any of the considered operation modes is presented in Section V. A theoretical performance analysis is derived in Section VI, while numerical results assessing the receivers performance are presented in Section VII. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We first focus on a single-cell scenario shown in Fig. 1 , where the synchronous intracell codes are active. We denote the transmitter and receiver filter impulse responses by and , respectively. Assuming the sampling rate of , where is the oversampling factor, we choose the receiving filter to be a low-pass filter whose squared frequency response has vestigial symmetry around frequency [5] . The low mobility environment is modeled by a slowly varying multipath fading channel and the received signal is further corrupted by , an AWGN. The th OVSF channelization code (Walsh-Hadamard sequence)
with spreading factor modulates the data sequence , whose ticking is aligned to the chip sequence by symbol repetition . The chip interval is constant, while the symbol interval may be different from stream to stream. The BS-specific scrambling code, whose length is equal to the maximum possible spreading factor , is described by referring to the th code symbol interval as follows:
and (1) where index ticks with the symbol intervals of the th user while index runs on chip intervals. Finally, we define the structured periodically time-varying spreading code and
where " " means equal by definition, and we have used the operator . The sequence and the sequence have the same period equal to . Assuming a linear modulation format, the signal after the front-end filter has the following complex-valued baseband representation: (3) where is the overall channel impulse response given by the convolution of the chip-shaping pulse with the multipath channel response (common to all users). Because of time spread in the chip pulse (the square root raised cosine) and in the channel delay, the overall channel response exhibits a delay spread equal to chip intervals, where . In defining , we have implicitly assumed that it remains unchanged over the burst duration. The additive noise is the result of the low pass filtering of . We modify (3) by defining a chip sequence corresponding to the data sequence of the th user , where denotes the smallest integer equal or greater than ). Equation (3) can be rewritten as (4) The received signal is sampled at rate . By defining the polyphase representation [17] of a sampled function by we have (5) where the last identity holds since the function is causal and has a finite support.
We build an observation vector by stacking observations (starting at the th chip interval and spanning chip intervals backward) as follows:
A. Single-Cell Discrete-Time Models
In order to express (6) in terms of the channel samples, spreading codes and data, we define the -dimensional matrix . . .
. . .
where . By denoting , and introducing the symbol-rate ticking index , we define the matrix as shown in (8) at the bottom of the page, whose dimension is . The following -dimensional data string (9) accounts for the maximum length of the th user-specific involved sequence in the observation . The parameter highlighted in (8) and (9) accounts for the maximum span of ISI that affects each scalar observation ( when ). Let us observe that the ISI span is larger for a smaller spreading factor and vice versa. By defining, in analogy with (6), the -dimensional vector of white noise samples , we can write
We now define , which is the total number of symbols of all users who contributes to the observation vector. Moreover, we define the -dimensional matrix and the -dimensional vector (11) (12) which allows us to rewrite (10) as [5] (13)
From the definitions of the -dimensional vector , and the -dimensional matrix , we can derive two other useful expressions for the observation vector (14) (15) We can reduce the description accuracy of models (10)- (12) by grouping the active intracell codes in two sets: the codes whose contribution to the observation is described in a structured way belong to a set denoted by ; the complementary set , where denotes the cardinality of a set) contains the codes whose interference is modeled as colored Gaussian noise, denoted by . We then define a new global Gaussian colored noise term , with correlation matrix , which allows to rewrite (10)- (12) as follows:
The structured part of (16)- (18) requires a redefinition of . Matrix is still given by (7), while matrix and vector are obtained by puncturing (11) and (12) with the rule " ". The relationships and remain formally unchanged.
B. Multiple Cell Discrete-Time Model
In a multiple cell scenario shown in Fig. 2 , the most general structured expressions for vector (6) is given by (19) where we identify with subscript " " the desired intracell signal. The summation over accounts for beams of block-synchronous intercell signals.
and are the number of active codes in the desired cell and in the th interfering cell, respectively. Expressions (19)-(21) can be simplified in terms of notation, according to different level of complexity in the description of the interference. In accordance with [4] , we introduce two multiple-cell models, which both assume a complete structured description of the intracell signal. The first model deploys a purely statistical description of the intercell interference which allows to reformulate (19) - (21) as (22) (23) (24) where in this case, the overall noise term , with correlation matrix includes thermal noise and intercell interference . The second model [4] is useful when we have knowledge of all interference parameters allowing for a fully structured interference mitigation. Recalling that intercell interferers have the same structure of the intracell signal, we can rewrite (19) - (21) as (25) (26) (27) where in the definition of and we have assumed . The link between observation models (25)- (27) and (22)- (24) is given by the following:
By using the definitions of [4] (see (29)- (34) at the bottom of the page), we can express the observation in the following extremely compact notation:
where , and take into account the parameters of all the interfering cells including the desired one. This model describes, in a compact but structured notation, both the desired intracell signal and the intercell interference.
III. PROPOSED LINEAR DETECTORS
In this section, we present four types of linear detectors that operate assuming that all the parameters (spreading codes, channel coefficients) in the "structured" part of the observation are known or estimated, and the "unstructured" part of the observation (noise in a wide sense) has a known or estimated correlation matrix. The task of the detectors is as follows: given the observation vector , expressed by any of the single-cell models or multiple-cell models find the best (according to some criterion) linear detector that detects all the data on which depends. In order to simplify the notation, we drop the superscript in all vectors and matrices, in the rest of this section. Two types of interference arise in the system under consideration: ISI and MAI due to the deployment of oversampling and due to the presence of multipath propagation. ISI can be alleviated by equalization, and MAI, by interference mitigation, which can be realized jointly or separately using channel estimates obtained from the midamble.
In two of the proposed multiuser detectors, we counteract both MAI and ISI simultaneously utilizing the ZF or MMSE criterion applied on observation models (15), (18), (24), or (37) which describes the structured part observation as a linear transformation of the data vector operated by a matrix . Through a linear transformation described by a properly defined matrix (an matrix), we obtain an -dimensional vector of soft decision for the transmitted data (38)
Two other schemes are designed to operate with observation models (14), (17), (23), or (35) which describes the structured part observation as a linear transformation of the modulated chip vector operated by a matrix . These schemes use the ZF or MMSE criterion to mitigate only ISI in order to reduce the complexity. Using a different transformation (a matrix), these detectors attempt to restore the orthogonality of the codes, by constructing an -dimensional vector of soft decision for the chip sequence
Then, an additional linear transformation is required to mitigate the MAI. This step is a conventional detection scheme that uses the code matrix (40) where means "transposition and complex conjugation." The transformation (40) relies on the fact that (41) due to the orthogonality of the Walsh-Hadamard codes. Note that (41) does not strictly hold except when the detection window includes all useful samples of each data block shown in Fig. 4 , i.e., its length is where is the number of chip intervals in a data block. Otherwise, there are boundary effects, predictable from the structure of , which introduce residual MAI into the decision variables for "peripheric" symbols of each user. In fact, the symbol interval of a peripheric symbol is only partially included by the observation window. These symbols are excluded from the sliding window detection algorithm described in Section V.
Eventually, a symbol by symbol decision device produces hard decisions for the transmitted data (42)
In the following section, we present the general version of the four detection algorithms, which are formulated as if the data of all active codes must be detected. If this is not the case, the linear transformation can be redefined for an appropriate subspace, i.e., only the relevant FIR filters of the desired codes (appropriate rows of the matrix that describes the linear detector) need to be used. All the detection schemes presented below require the Cholesky decomposition of the noise covariance matrix.
A. The ZF Detector for Both MAI and ISI (ZF-MI)
It is well known that the ZF detector task is to perform the following minimization [10] :
whose solution can be casted in problem (38), if interpreted as a projection problem. Equation (43) is solved by the linear transformation -
where denotes the pseudo inverse of a matrix. It is easy to show that in this case
where -is a new noise process.
Note that due to the constraint , the minimum number of samples to be processed for the feasibility of this detector may be large.
B. The ZF Detector for ISI Only (ZF-I)
A preliminary -dimensional vector -for soft decision can be obtained from the following minimization:
-
whose solution can be interpreted according to (39) as a linear transformation of described by -
From the linear estimation theory it is easy to show that
Then conventional matched filtering described by (40) is required to derive the final -dimensional decision variable -given by
where --and we used (41). Note that the constraint is in general less demanding than that of the previous detector.
C. The MMSE Detector for Mitigation of Both MAI and ISI (MMSE-MI)
The MMSE detector performs the following minimization 
where the square matrix is a Wiener estimator, which observes -and produces the MMSE soft estimate -of , reducing the performance degradation of the ZF detector, whose decisions do not take into account the noise correlations among the decision variables [10] .
Note that this time there are no constraints on the minimum size of the observation vector .
D. The MMSE Detector for Mitigation of ISI Only (MMSE-I)
The detector realizes the following minimization:
- (53) which is solved by the linear transformation described by the -dimensional matrix -
where . Soft decisions are given by
where the square matrix is a Wiener estimator, which observes -and produces the MMSE soft estimate -of and --is a new noise process.
We can now use a time-discrete matched filter to the users' (structured) codes , whose -dimensional output -is a soft estimate of , given by
where --. Note that in (56) a residual MAI and ISI is present in all decision variables.
Also in this case, there are no constraints on the size of the observation vector .
IV. TYPICAL OPERATING MODES OF THE PROPOSED LINEAR DETECTORS
The direct intracell interference mitigation feature is always set "on" while the intercell interference is treated differently according to some criteria, for example its power level compared to the whole signal power .
Some examples of the operating modes are identified and described in the following list.
1) Structured Intracell Interference Mitigation: This is the case of a single cell situation in a strict or approximate sense , for which the observation models (13)- (15) apply. The data part of the observation is completely structured and the receiver realizes a standard intracell interference mitigation as thoroughly described in [5] . . The receiver acts as a structured multicell direct interference suppressor of both the interference coming from the original cell and that coming from the hand-over candidate cell(s), with the capability of detecting both the data of the desired and interfering cell.
V. SLIDING WINDOW FORMULATION
The detectors presented in the previous section are block detectors. Finite complexity formulations of these detectors are necessary in order to employ them in practical receivers. The following derivation is referred the linear detector MMSE-MI are marked with triangles (4) and with circles (), respectively, and those actually used at each detection step are filled in black. The empty triangles and circles denotes the "peripheric" symbols excluded by the sliding window algorithm. In Table I we provide the numbering of the symbols with reference to those marked with circles. presented in Section III-C and is demonstrated, for the sake of simplicity, on a single cell environment but it holds for all other types of linear detectors presented in this paper. Detectors that mitigate only ISI can be also used according to this sliding window architecture since the "peripheric" decision variables are properly handled by this algorithm.
The guiding principle for the sliding window formulation is that the block minimization accomplished by the linear detector can be simplified, because the vector has stationary statistics if , where is the maximum spreading factor currently used by the system. The observation window size is set to chip intervals, because this size allows to collect all samples that carry useful energy for detection of one symbol of the slowest stream. As a consequence where . In reference to Fig. 3 we define the parameter and
where is an index ticking with the symbol rate of the slowest users. By further defining the matrices that are all independent of the detection step , it is easy to show that the -dimensional matrix is also independent of the detection step and its rows are FIR filters that will be used throughout the detection process. We can then derive the -dimensional vector as
It is worthwhile to expand , soft-estimate of , as [see (65) at the bottom of the page] where (66) is the first symbol for which we get a decision variable for code at the th detection step as described in Table I . Detection of all symbols could be accomplished using a symbol by symbol decision device according to the rule for . For the sake of clarity, note that the argument of runs over chip intervals while that of and runs over the detection step (which ticks at to the symbol rate of the slowest user).
The total number of potential decision variables for all symbols embraced by the processing window is (highlighted with circles in Fig. 3) . Nevertheless, for a given processing window , there are code-specific central subvectors (with length ) of , that yield an optimal decision variable for the corresponding symbols (circles filled in black in Fig. 3 ) of the data stream carried by the th code. The other symbols (empty circles in Fig. 3 ) are optimally detected in the following or preceding processing window, (the squares filled in black in Fig. 3 , as an example). Fig. 3 shows how the sliding window algorithms proceeds, and in Table I , we list major synchronization points of the detection process for the th user, providing the numbering of the decision variables (DVs) marked with circles, which are also reported on the left of the Table I. Table I also validated by the results of Fig. 5 . The algorithm can be summarized as follows.
• Initialization, once per burst: 1) based on the information on the active codes and on the estimated value of , evaluate and . 2) evaluate transformation matrix .
3) for each user that we want to detect, select the appropriate rows for the detection of the symbols with maximum signal to noise and interference ratio (SNIR) (filled circles as shown in Table I and Fig. 3 ).
• Steady state, at each detection step: 1) use appropriate rows of selected in step 3) of the initialization to obtain soft decisions for the users' data; 2) make a hard decision at each detection step.
As a final remark we also highlight the perfect matching of the proposed sliding window algorithm with the data format of the TDD standard, which is shown in Fig. 4 . Two windows, that slides to the right and to the left of the midamble on the range of observation shown are used.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Exact Bit-Error Probability (BEP) Evaluation
We evaluate the BEP in closed form for the ZF-MI and MMSE-MI (as an example), generalizing, the results of [10] , [14] to a multirate system with a simultaneous presence of ISI and MAI.
Using the soft decision vector -given by (45), we can express the BEP associated to its th component as -- (67) where is the standard cumulative Gaussian distribution and -, being the operator that returns the element of row and column of a matrix.
In the soft decision -given by (52), there is a presence of residual ISI and MAI. Hence, in order to evaluate the BEP it is necessary to condition dover all interfering symbols [see (68) 
B. Gaussian Approximation for BEP Evaluation
We first express the SNIR as a function of the component of the soft decision vector for both ZF-MI and MMSE-MI detectors --
where -is given by (69) and -
For the ZF-MI detector, the exact and Gaussian analysis coincide for the ZF-MI detector since noise is given by -, which is strictly Gaussian. For the MMSE-MI detector, we can use the the Gaussian approximation in the denominator of -, obtaining --
As shown in the numerical results, the approximation yields good results even for a low number of active codes, extending the results by Poor and Verdù [14] to multirate systems.
--
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some numerical results to assess the receiver performance. The assumed modulation scheme is binary phase shift keying (BPSK). The chip pulse shaping is a root raised cosine with roll-off and the oversampling factor is with respect to the chip rate equal to 3.840 Mchip/s. The multipath channel is a three-ray channel where the relative power of the three taps are dB, dB, and dB and the delays are ns, and ns, respectively. The delay spread of the overall channel (convolution of the multipath channel and the chip pulse) is truncated to the value . The OVSF codes have normalized unit energy such that the system operates with constant energy per bit .
We have considered single-cell and two-cell scenarios where the cells are circular with equal radius . The BSs are located at the center of each cell. For the two-cell scenario we have assumed that the MS can roam within the cell of interest along the line connecting the two BSs. We have also assumed that the power received by a MS from a BS according to a law , where is the distance between the MS and the BS. Defining with and the powers of the two signals received from the serving BS and from the interfering BS, respectively, it is easy to show that at MS we have the following ratio of powers: (73) where is the distance of the MS from the boundaries of the cell of interest.
A. Multicode Detection Performance
In order to validate the proposed detection strategy, we have plot in Fig. 5 the SNIR expressions given by (70) as functions of . For this purpose we consider a single-cell case with AWGN power of dB and three active codes with spreading factors , the latter being the maximum spreading factor among all the active codes . Accordingly, the processing window has size and the corresponding components of given by (64) are , where for the first data stream and for the second and third data streams. Specifically, Fig. 5 presents the SNIR on each of the 12 decision variables for the ZF-MI and the MMSE-MI detectors. Considering the first stream it can be seen that among the DVs, # 1, 2, 5, and 6 are affected by a poor SNIR performance. The low SNIR is easily justified by considering that the observation vector does not collect all the received energy available for the detection of those symbols. Detection of DVs # 3 and # 4 only, which have maximum SNIR, is recommended. A similar choice must be done for the other two data streams with , where only DVs # 8 and # 11 are retained for detection.
B. Single-Cell BEP and BER Performance
In this section, we present a performance evaluation of the proposed receivers in terms of the average BEP, derived by the theoretical analysis (presented in Section VI), or the average bit error rate (BER), obtained by Monte-Carlo simulation. BEP and BER are plotted as a function of , the average received energy per bit over noise spectral density. All numerical results, except those of Fig. 9 , are obtained assuming a perfect channel estimation, hence, the performance curve can be regarded as a lower bound for any practical receiver.
In Fig. 6 , we present a BEP comparison between the approximate analysis based on the Gaussian approximation (solid line) and the exact analysis (points marked with triangles) for a single-cell system with three active codes and . The theoretical analysis based on the Gaussian approximation is in excellent agreement with the exact BEP evaluation, extending the validity of the Gaussian approach, outlined in [14] , to multirate systems.
In Fig. 7 , we present the BER performance of the four types of receiver operating in a single-cell scenario, where three codes with spreading factor are active. The BER performance has been evaluated for the data stream of the fastest user . The detection algorithms have been tested under two extreme situations: (1) a pure Rice channel with deterministic amplitude of the echoes; and (2) a pure Rayleigh fading channel where the echo amplitudes are assumed to be a random variable but remain unchanged along the whole burst. For a deterministic channel (curves marked with circles) no difference in performance can be seen among the ZF-MI, MMSE-MI and MMSE-I and a slight performance degradation is exhibited by the ZF-I receiver. On the contrary, in the presence of a pure Rayleigh channel the performance is significantly worse than the previous one. The ZF-MI, MMSE-MI, and MMSE-I receiver perform approximately the same, equal to the single user bound for a random channel, while the ZF-I performs moderately worse than the others.
In Fig. 8 , we present the performance of the ZF-MI and MMSE-MI receivers, for a constant deterministic channel, under various system loads. The normalized system load is defined as where runs over all active codes . The performance is almost independent of the combination of spreading factors used by the system under light to moderate loads and it is almost equivalent to the single user lower bound. A performance degradation appears when the load is larger: see for example the case of . In Fig. 9 , we present the BER performance of the MMSE-MI detector as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the presence of five data streams with spreading factor 16 and oversampling factor . In this case, matrix is reconstructed using channel estimates obtained from the midamble of the data frame. Two channel estimation algorithms derived from [15] are considered: (1) a low-complexity channel estimation algorithm based on correlation, and (2) the least square estimator that attains asymptotically the Cramer Rao lower bound, im- plemented by a cost-effective discrete Fourier transform (DFT) technique. We can notice that the proposed detectors are sensitive to channel estimation error caused by the bias inherent in the correlation estimation algorithm. For an equal BER, the performance attained by the correlation estimation algorithm is worse by 1.3 dB with respect to the curves obtained with the least square channel estimator. In the latter case the performance is very close to the ideal case where the channel state information is perfectly known.
In Fig. 10 , we present the comparison between the performance of the MMSE-MI receiver operated according to modes 1 and 2, described in Section IV, in a single-cell scenario. We have considered three active codes, whose spreading factors are . The performance refers to the detection of the fastest user (i.e., the one with ), modeled using a structured description whereas the other two codes are treated as colored noise according to model (18) . We can see only a small degradation in the performance using unstructured approach (mode 2), which offers a strong complexity reduction with respect to the fully structured approach (mode 1).
C. Multiple Cell BER Performance
In Figs. 11 and 12 , we have considered a two-cell scenario, where in each cell three codes, with spreading factors , are active. Fig. 11 compares the performance of the MMSE-MI receiver operated according to modes 3 and 4 exactly on the border of the cell of interest ( , i.e., handover scenario), where the powers of the two BS are equals. It is evident that in this case the receiver performing direct mitigation of both intracell and intercell interference (receiver type 4) is the best. The use of the other receiver is completely impractical in such a situation. Fig. 12 shows a comparison similar to the previous one, with the MS at a distance of meters, from the cell boundary, which yields a % %. A superior performance of the structured operating mode (mode 4) is still evident, although the receiver of mode 3, based on unstructured model, performs better than in the previous situation.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have considered different levels of abstractions in the description of both intracell and intercell interference which affect the downlink received signal of a multiple-cell multirate CDMA system. Specifically, we have proposed a tunable complexity description of the received signal by identifying two components in it: a structured part, containing the most significant part of the signal (either for detection or its rejection as interference) and an unstructured part, which essentially can be treated as Gaussian colored noise and is only statistically described.
Based on the above philosophy, we have proposed four "alllinear" receiver schemes using the ZF and MMSE criterion to counteract simultaneously both ISI and MAI. The proposed receivers are grouped into two families: (1) the first family of receivers restore separation of users by mitigating both ISI and MAI simultaneously; (2) the second family attempts to restore the orthogonality of the codes by simply equalizing the common channel (to eliminate ISI) and relies on a conventional detector for user separation. A relevant sliding window algorithm synchronized with the symbol rate of the slowest data stream is proposed and its fine structure is illustrated.
Theoretical BEP and simulation-based BER analysis have been conducted. A structured interference rejection is necessary to warrant a good detection performance especially in a multiple-cell scenario whenever the intercell interference is large, e.g., in a soft hand-over procedure. The single-cell scenario is less critical, the performance of the detectors approaches that of the single user lower bound, for both perfect and estimated channel state information, and it is nearly independent of the set of active codes up to moderate system loads.
APPENDIX I ESTIMATION OF THE INTERCELL INTERFERENCE PARAMETERS
If the term has a power significantly larger than the AWGN power and, simultaneously, its value is a large fraction of the global signal power , we are in the presence of significant intercell interference. Intercell interference is always cyclostationary if the samples are given by data field contribution (as opposite to midamble samples). The power of the observation samples can be estimated as:
. It is useful to estimate the power of the interfering signal in the midamble of the desired signal were we perfectly know its structure; an estimation of the interference plus noise signal can be obtained by (74) since the MS can detect all the active midamble sequences and power estimation is given by . We can then estimate the power of the intercell interference as . For estimation of the correlation matrix , we make the assumption that the co-channel interference due to other MSs of neighboring cells is negligible and we assume that only interference of other BSs is significant. The samples of the process can be recovered using (74) on a proper window. To this purpose we define the vector . Hence, can be estimated from the received signal by averaging in the following way:
(75)
APPENDIX II EXACT EXPRESSION OF THE CORRELATION MATRIX
If we assume that the structure of the interference is known perfectly, we can evaluate the autocorrelation of the global interference as follows: (76) where can be evaluated in closed form.
After some manipulations, we obtain
where is the Kronecker delta. The upper line of (77) accounts for crosscorrelation of data-like interferers, the second line accounts for crosscorrelation of midamble-like interferers, while the third line applies for crosscorrelation between a midamble-like and a data-like interferer (assuming a zero mean value of the constellation symbols). 
